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DESIGN

DIVINE DESIGN AT HOME
Television’s Candice Olson applies her design flair
to her own home
BY SUSAN KELLY ◆ PHOTOGRAPHY: GILLIAN JACKSON ◆ STYLING: CANDICE OLSON
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“It’s very much a home meant to
be lived in and not just looked at.”

CANDICE OLSON’S FLAIR for creating elegant
contemporary interiors has been showcased
for more than a decade on two hit television
shows – Divine Design and Candice Tells All
(W Network/HGTV) – and in six best-selling
books. Her ability to break down the basics of
superior style in a down-to-earth way, spiced
with a bit of wacky and irreverent humour,
has won her legions of fans.
When it comes to the design of her home’s
kitchen and bathroom, it’s very much a family
affair. The designer shares the home with her
builder husband, Jurij Sennecke, and two
children: Pyper, 12, and Beckett, 10.
“My husband and I really designed the
house together to suit our personal lifestyle
and how we saw it evolving with our children,” Candice says. “It’s very much a home
meant to be lived in and not just looked at.”
With busy professional parents juggling
two careers and kids involved in countless
sports, home life is laughingly described by
Candice as “more zoo than Zen. It’s like living
with a tribe of baboons but a lot less civilized.”

Candice goes on to say “that’s probably why
we all love the home’s wilderness setting.”
Perched high above a forested ravine with
an expansive golf course view, the Don Mills
home allows the children to roam freely
while Candice and Jurij enjoy the picturesque
scenery. Whether it’s the colours of the sky
during an impending summer rainstorm
or the ever-changing seasons, Candice cites
Mother Nature, whom she considers “the
biggest and the best designer of them all,”
as her major source of design inspiration for
her extensive collection of signature home
fashions.
“I get to see some of her finest work on
display every day,” she says. “It’s inspiring, to
say the least.”
Candice admits she approached the kitchen’s design a little backwards. “I fell head
over heels for some onyx slabs with wonderful stormy blue-grey veining and caramel
accents,” she says. “And they became the
starting point for the rest of the home’s palette and finishes.” The couple decided to •

The kitchen design was inspired by the onyx countertops and their “wonderful stormy blue-grey veining and caramel
accents.” In contrast, the island is topped with leather-finished black granite. Candice and Jurij love to cook and
entertain, and they appreciate the style and performance of Thermador appliances. Their custom cabinetry is by
Dundene Homes, and the pendant lights over the island are by Restoration Hardware.
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Candice wanted something a little more contemporary amid the kitchen’s
traditional style, so she chose counter stools by McGuire in a mix of wire
and wood. The sinks and streamlined faucets are by Kohler.
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(Opposite) Onyx slabs not only top the counters, they also run up the
walls for dramatic effect. (This page) The designer has a rare quiet
moment in a life that she describes as “more zoo than Zen.”

use the spectacular slabs like pieces of art
in the kitchen, running the stone from the
countertops vertically up the wall so that it
could be viewed and enjoyed from other areas
in the open-concept layout.
For contrast, Candice chose a material she
has long loved – aged, leather-finished black
granite – for the island countertop. It crowns
a pine cabinet whose antiqued surface was
intended to stand up to such punishment as
restless children kicking their feet as they spin
on the counter stools. And even though the
family’s pups chose one corner to gnaw on
while teething, she finds the cabinet is aging
as gracefully as she anticipated.
The striking wood-beam ceiling detail,
she says, is “brilliant,” her German husband’s
idea. With its two-storey skylight, the kitchen
area is always treated to ample natural light.
Candice’s brainstorm was to inset panels of
woven brass on the large cabinet doors that
discreetly conceal several refrigerators, freezers and pantries. (“We feed a lot of kids in this
house!”) She loves the metal’s gentle gleam,
which will develop a soft patina over time.
Brass details on hardware also add warm

contrast against the cool blue-grey painted
cabinetry.
The top-floor master bathroom is part of a
new addition to the 1960s split-level home and
was designed as a private sanctuary. “Well,
that was the original idea, but I have to admit
that all four of us – and our two little Cotonpoo pups – have been in there all at once,”
says Candice. “It could double as a car wash.”
The bathroom divides the bedroom by
a long marble-clad, European-style shower,
with glass walls on both sides. For privacy, she
installed a frosted film on the glass, inspired
by a personal favourite pattern from her 11
top-selling Candice Olson collections for York
Wallcoverings. She loves the pattern so much
that it’s featured in her latest textile collection
with Kravet Fabrics.
Everything was chosen to create a serene
retreat. Still taking cues from the onyx in
the kitchen downstairs, “it’s more about the
rich caramel colour upstairs,” Candice says.
There’s a hint of it in the Calacatta marble
counters and the warm mushroom-coloured
marble floor tile, her hubby’s fave. •

“My husband and I really designed
the house together to suit our
personal lifestyle and how we saw
it evolving with our children.”

Photo: Brandon Barré
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Candice’s eclectic style means that a sleek,
contemporary floating walnut vanity and makeup
counter meet a furry Tibetan yak-hair stool in the
master bathroom. Further evidence of her approach
to decorating is found on her website at
www.candiceolson.com.

Medium-toned walnut cabinetry contains a
multitude of drawers to tame the usual bathroom clutter and to keep clean contemporary
lines reading as such. It also floats above the
floors to instil a sense of lightness and space,
further enhanced by under-lighting for a
special effect.
The vanity area epitomizes her style in
more ways than one, Candice says. It practises
what she preaches: that contemporary yet
comfortable design is about a mix of periods
and styles, playing pared-down, modern elements against embellished traditional ones.
Here it’s an ornate vintage Venetian mirror
paired with contemporary cabinetry and a
Tibetan yak-hair stool. That stool features
another signature style element: fur. The
Calgary-raised designer points out that an
affinity for furry things may be in her genes,
since her grandfather was a trapper by trade.
“And I think that stool softens the look
and makes the whole room,” she says. “Plus
it’s just so quirky and funny. When you put
it all together, it’s just me.” •
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